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portfolio career. • Be all the more human (and
serve other humans). • Let go of the future.
Whether readers are sizing up their career,
reassessing their values, designing a product,
building an organization, trying to inspire their
colleagues, or simply showing up more fully in
the world, enjoying a flux mindset and
activating their flux superpowers will keep
readers grounded even when the ground is too
Discover eight powerful mindset shifts that
often shifting beneath them.
enable leaders and seekers of all ages to thrive Summer has finally arrived and fifteen-year-old
in a time of unprecedented change and
Harper McCallister intends to spend her days at
uncertainty. Being adaptable and flexible have the mall shopping or by the pool at her country
always been hallmarks of effective leadership
club. But after receiving her latest heartand a fulfilling life. But in a world of so
stopping credit card bill, Harper's parents
much—and faster-paced—change, and an ever- makes other plans, and ship her off to camp.
faster pace of change, flexibility and resilience Suddenly, the clueless yet ever-popular Harper
can be stretched to their breaking points. The is the new girl at the bottom of a social ladder
quest becomes how to find calm and lasting
she can't climb in wedge sandals and expensive
meaning in the midst of enduring chaos. A
clothes. She seems to be winning over superworld in flux calls for a new mindset, one that cute camp "Lifer" Ethan, though, and if she can
treats constant change and uncertainty as a
manage to make a few friends--and stay out of
feature, not a bug. Flux helps readers open this trouble--she just might find a whole new
mindset—a flux mindset—and develop eight
summer state of mind. A fresh and funny
“flux superpowers” that flip conventional
summer-camp companion novel to Jen
ideas about leadership, success, and well-being Calonita's hit Sleepaway Girls.
on their heads. They empower people to see
If he had been with me everything would have
change in new ways, craft new responses, and been different... I wasn't with Finn on that
ultimately reshape their relationship to change August night. But I should've been. It was
from the inside out. April Rinne defines these raining, of course. And he and Sylvie were
eight flux superpowers: • Run slower. • See arguing as he drove down the slick road. No one
what's invisible. • Get lost. • Start with trust. ever says what they were arguing about. Other
• Know your “enough.” • Create your
people think it's not important. They do not
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know there is another story. The story that lurks sports to computer and video games. As
between the facts. What they do not know—the active participants in game culture, the
cause of the argument—is crucial. So let me tell authors have written Rules of Play as a
you...
catalyst for innovation, filled with new
You probably know Bella Thorne as the
concepts, strategies, and methodologies for
dynamic, multitalented CeCe Jones on the TV
creating and understanding games. Building
show Shake It Up. But did you know that she:
an aesthetics of interactive systems, Salen
is real-life BFFs with her costar, Zendaya?
and Zimmerman define core concepts like
had no dancing experience before her audition
for Shake It Up?
speaks out against bullying "play," "design," and "interactivity." They
look at games through a series of eighteen
and volunteers at soup kitchens and animal
"game design schemas," or conceptual
humane societies in her spare time? Want to
know more about the life of this awesome celeb? frameworks, including games as systems of
Read on to learn all about Bella's family, love emergence and information, as contexts for
life, passion for animals, future plans, up-and- social play, as a storytelling medium, and as
coming album, and more!
sites of cultural resistance. Written for game
An Empiricist's Companion
scholars, game developers, and interactive
Game Design Fundamentals
designers, Rules of Play is a textbook,
The Alice Network
reference book, and theoretical guide. It is
Tom Playfair
the first comprehensive attempt to establish
Revenge, Ice Cream, and Other Things Best
a solid theoretical framework for the
Served Cold
emerging discipline of game design.
Mexico in Mind

There are two sides to every story, right?
Hallie's life was ruined five years ago when
her supposed best friend Gemma plotted
against their parents getting together. Well
now the tables have turned, and it's Hallie's
turn to tell her side. This satisfying e-short
story will give readers of Broken Hearts,
Fences, and Other Things to Mend history
and insight on how Gemma's former best
friend, Hallie dealt with the fallout.
An impassioned look at games and game
design that offers the most ambitious
framework for understanding them to date.
As pop culture, games are as important as
film or television—but game design has yet
to develop a theoretical framework or
critical vocabulary. In Rules of Play Katie
Salen and Eric Zimmerman present a muchneeded primer for this emerging field. They
offer a unified model for looking at all
kinds of games, from board games and

Help Nancy and her friends find a missing
lucky headband so River Heights teen Katie
can break the world record at the local
arcade’s dance game in the eighth book in
the interactive Nancy Drew Clue Book
mystery series. Everyone in River Heights
has shown up to watch Katie McCabe try to
beat the world record for the Dance-A-Thon
game. Judges are coming to the arcade to
see how quickly she can spin across the
electronic dance floor and how many points
she can win. But just as Katie’s about to get
ready, she notices her lucky headband has
gone missing! She always wears the blue,
sparkly headband when she competes and
knows she’ll bomb without it. Luckily,
Nancy takes her Clue Book everywhere.
Nancy, Bess, and George are on the case!
Who is sabotaging Katie’s big day? Could it
be the owner of the rival arcade, Michael
Parker, who wanted the judges to see his
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world record sock attempt? Or May Bensen,
the current Dance-A-Thon record holder?
It’s up to the Clue Crew—and you—to find
out!
Maia, orphaned at 13, is unhappy to be
staying with relatives hundreds of miles up
the Amazon. She becomes friends with an
English boy who lives with the locals. They
are forced to flee upriver, pursued by an
assortment of eccentric characters.
Top 8:
Or, Making a Start
Hearts, Fingers, and Other Things to Cross
Book 4 of the Rollin on Series
Finding Peace
Shaking Up the Small Screen
Vowing revenge against Hallie
after the humiliating events
that occurred on the 4th of
July, Gemma encounters
complications in the form of
a new job, the return of a
crush and her estrangement
from Josh.
Til death do they part Tina
Cooper is a young mom running
from a dangerous past. With
fresh scars, broken bones,
and only the clothes on their
backs, she and her daughter
escape from a man who'd
rather kill them than let
them go. Taking refuge in a
small town hidden by forest
and mountains, they find
themselves adopted by a loud
and crazy family, and though
Tina knows not to trust
anyone, somehow, she and her
daughter grow to love the
amazing women who plant roots
so deep in their hearts, it's

hard to consider running
again.They'll run one day.
They must. But today isn't
that day.Today, she has a date
with Sexy Store Guy and a
bunch of lies to unravel
before she trips up and puts
her daughter at risk.
A mischevious 10-year-old boy
is sent to a Jesuit boarding
school by his father to shape
him up and prepare him for his
First Communion.
Download the first five
chapters of BROKEN HEARTS,
FENCES, AND OTHER THINGS TO
MEND, the first book in the
Broken Hearts and Revenge
series by Katie Finn. Gemma
had her summer all planned
out, but it takes a sharp turn
when she gets dumped and finds
herself back in the Hamptons
after a five-year absence.
Being there puts her at risk
of bumping into Hallie, her
former best friend (that is,
before Gemma ruined her life).
But people don't hold grudges
forever. Do they? Gemma
intends on making amends, but
a small case of mistaken
identity causes the people she
knew years ago—including
Hallie and her dreamy brother
Josh—to believe she's someone
else. As though the summer
wasn't complicated enough
already. Can Gemma keep up the
charade? Or will she be found
out by the very people she'd
been hiding from?
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Ethan Hawke and Daveed Diggs Winner of
Broken Hearts, Fences and
the National Book Award for Fiction From
Other Things to Mend
the bestselling author of Deacon King
Bella Thorne
Kong (an Oprah Book Club pick) and The
8 Superpowers for Thriving in Color of Water comes the story of a young
Constant Change
boy born a slave who joins John Brown’s
Encouragement, Hope, and
antislavery crusade—and who must pass as
a girl to survive. Henry Shackleford is a
Practical Help for the
young slave living in the Kansas Territory
Christian Foster Parent
in 1856--a battleground between anti- and
Top 8 Book 2: What's Your
pro-slavery forces--when legendary
Status?
abolitionist John Brown arrives. When an
Spoiler Alert
argument between Brown and Henry's
Social networking sites are THE place to master turns violent, Henry is forced to
be for today's teens -- this fun, juicy
leave town--along with Brown, who
novel explores the ups, downs, and
believes Henry to be a girl and his good
scandals of a group of friends online!
luck charm. Over the ensuing months,
Madison MacDonald is seriously freaking Henry, whom Brown nicknames Little
out Madison MacDonald 16 Putnam, CT
Onion, conceals his true identity to stay
Status: Single? About Me: Everything in
alive. Eventually Brown sweeps him into
my life was working out. I had my three
the historic raid on Harpers Ferry in
best friends, a brand-new boyfriend, and 1859--one of the great catalysts for the
the lead in the school play. Aside from
Civil War. An absorbing mixture of history
that history paper I hadn't started, things and imagination, and told with McBride's
felt perfect. Then I returned from spring meticulous eye for detail and character,
break to find my Friendverse profile
The Good Lord Bird is both a rousing
hacked. Someone clearly out to ruin me
adventure and a moving exploration of
had spilled the most damaging secrets identity and survival.
AND posted the worst photos of me ever Edward Gorey meets Downton Abbey in a
taken - online.
deliciously ghostly caper about
A wonderfully exuberant teddy bear and mischievous children who won t stay
his little boy go on all sorts of grand
inside their gilded portrait frames.
adventures collecting stories (and a few
Welcome to Shiverhawk Hall It s a big old
scrapes and bruises) along the way in
house full of treasure, mystery, and
Loved to Bits, a picture book about
stories. Here, just look up on the wall. See
friendship from Teresa Heapy and Katie
these beautiful paintings? These are
Cleminson. Ted and his boy do everything children who used to live here long ago:
together. They fight beasts and have
the DeVillechild twins, the Pinksweet tots
feasts. They tickle monsters then flee on . . . my, they look like such "good
rafts, They search, explore, escape. . . .
"children. So very well behaved. But wait
and laugh. But sometimes things get
a minute, did you "see "that? One of their
rough, and Teddy loses an ear. He's still eyes seemed to blink Did you "hear" that?
got his best one though, never fear! And A rustle A whisper The tiniest scratch
an eye? PING! It's nothing—he didn't feel a Can it be that when darkness falls, the
thing! A leg, then the other. An arm, and children on the walls at Shiverhawk Hall
then the next. What do you do with a
climb out of their paintings and run amok?"
broken Ted? You lay down with him at
Swimming at Night
night and snuggle in bed.
A Memoir
Now a Showtime limited series starring
Journey to the River Sea
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A Novel
Dirt Witch
Imperfect Chemistry
From New York Times best-selling author Lexi Ryan,
Cruel Prince meets A Court of Thorns and Roses in
this sexy, action-packed fantasy about a girl who is
caught between two treacherous faerie courts and
their dangerously seductive princes. Brie hates the Fae
and refuses to have anything to do with them, even if
that means starving on the street. But when her sister
is sold to the sadistic king of the Unseelie court to pay
a debt, she'll do whatever it takes to get her
back--including making a deal with the king himself
to steal three magical relics from the Seelie court.
Gaining unfettered access to the Seelie court is easier
said than done. Brie's only choice is to pose as a
potential bride for Prince Ronan, and she soon finds
herself falling for him. Unwilling to let her heart
distract her, she accepts help from a band of Unseelie
misfits with their own secret agenda. As Brie spends
time with their mysterious leader, Finn, she struggles
to resist his seductive charm. Caught between two
dangerous courts, Brie must decide who to trust with
her loyalty. And with her heart.
Loyalty can hold us together... or it can blind us
completely. Decades after her "departure" from this
world, Althea Noble Bouleau has returned to reclaim
the throne of Blackthorn Grove. But she's not the
same witch who left years ago, and her obsession with
Emmaline could mean the end of Savannah's most
powerful coven. As Althea's motives start to unfold,
she vanishes with Emmaline, leaving Katie and
Gabriel with a cold trail to find them. But Katie also
has problems closer to home to deal with, like the
expansion of MagicInk and an employee suddenly
showing signs that his recent bout with a vampire was
more than just a bad memory. And then there's the
warlock who just arrived in town. The clock is
ticking, and Katie is running out of time as a blanket
of darkness begins to fall over the city.
A YOUNG WOMAN'S HARROWING
EMOTIONAL JOURNEY TO SAVE HERSELF
AND HER DREAMS. From a childhood of parental
loss, religious repression, and sexual shaming, Katie
Thompson suffers deep wounds and persistent selfdoubt. Her desire to find meaning through education
and a career is threatened by those who push her to
conform to a more traditional path. In her desperate
search for love, Katie makes disastrous choices about

men, leading her to the brink of self-destruction. Her
journey through Katie, Bar the Door is the universal
quest for healing and hope as she struggles to save
herself and her dreams.
Colleen is devastated when her best friend changes
schools--but when she learns that Meredith is teaching
her new cheerleading squad the routine they created
together for an upcoming competition their friendship
is tested.
Cheer Choice
Loved to Bits
Foster the Family
Finn
Running Home
A Round of Robins

Two centuries of writers drawn to
Mexico—from D. H. Lawrence, John
Steinbeck, Jack Kerouac, and Tennessee
Williams to Salman Rushdie, Anita Desai, and
Sandra Cisneros This scintillating literary
travel guide gathers the work of great writers
celebrating Mexico in poetry, fiction, and
nonfiction. Ranging from 1843 to the present,
Mexico in Mind offers a remarkably varied
sampling of English-speaking writers’
impressions of the land south of the border.
John Reed rides with Pancho Villa in 1914;
Graham Greene defends Mexico’s priests;
Langston Hughes describes a bullfight; Jack
Kerouac and William Burroughs find Mexico
intoxicating; Alice Adams visits Frida
Kahlo’s house; Ann Louise Bardach meets
the mysterious Subcommandante Marcos
face to face. Fictional accounts are equally
vivid, including poems by Muriel Rukeyser,
Archibald Macleish, and Sandra Cisneros,
short stories by Katherine Anne Porter and
Ray Bradbury, and excerpts from John
Steinbeck’s The Pearl, Tennessee
Williams’ Night of the Iguana, and Salman
Rushdie’s The Ground Beneath Her Feet.
From the bustle of Mexico City to coffee
planations in remote Chiapas, from Mayan
ruins to the markets at Oaxaca, the scenes
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evoked in this anthology reflect the rich variety OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY
of the place and its history, sure to enchant
REAL SIMPLE I’m running to forget, and to
vacationers, expatriates, and armchair travelers remember. For more than a decade, Katie
everywhere. Alice Adams Ann Louise
Arnold chased adventure around the world,
Bardach Ray Bradbury William S.
reporting on extreme athletes who performed
Burroughs Frances Calderón de la Barca outlandish feats—walking high lines a
Ana Castillo Sandra Cisneros Anita thousand feet off the ground without a
Desai Erna Fergusson Charles Macomb harness, or running one hundred miles
Flandrau Donna Gershten Graham
through the night. She wrote her stories by
Greene Langston Hughes Fanny
living them, until eventually life on the thin
Inglehart Gary Jennings Diana Kennedy edge of risk began to seem normal. After she
Jack Kerouac D. H. Lawrence
married, Katie and her husband vowed to raise
Malcolm Lowry Archibald Macleish
their daughters to be adventurous, too, in the
Rubén Martínez Tom Miller
mountains and canyons of New Mexico. But
Katherine Anne Porter John Reed Luis when her father died of cancer, she was forced
Rodriguez Richard Rodriguez Muriel to confront her own mortality. His death was
Rukeyser Salman Rushdie John
cataclysmic, unleashing a perfect storm of grief
Steinbeck Edward Weston Tennessee and anxiety. She and her father, an enigmatic
Williams From the Trade Paperback edition. photographer for National Geographic, had
Sixteen fresh and funny poems welcome a new always been kindred spirits. He introduced her
batch of robins to the world! Food Fight
to the outdoors and took her camping and on
Jumble, jostle, rumble, squirm; Dad has
bicycle trips and down rivers, and taught her
to find solace and courage in the natural
landed with a worm. Game of tug-of-war
begins-- Biggest bossy baby wins. Mama's a
world. And it was he who encouraged her to
skillful architect, constructing a sturdy nest,
run her first race when she was seven years old.
while Dad's a champion turf defender. And Now nearly paralyzed by fear and terrified she
those hatchlings! Such fluffs of plump
was dying, too, she turned to the thing that
perfection! Katie Hesterman's vibrant verse
had always made her feel most alive: running.
celebrates this awesome circle of bird life, as Over the course of three tumultuous years, she
we follow a pair of robin parents from nestran alone through the wilderness, logging
building and egg-laying, to raising their
longer and longer distances, first a
hungry hatchlings, and finally sending off their 50-kilometer ultramarathon, then 50 miles,
flying fledglings. Sergio Ruzzier's brilliant,
then 100 kilometers. She ran to heal her grief,
candy-colored art pays tribute to all these
to outpace her worry that she wouldn’t live
stages of a robin's life cycle, reminding us that to raise her own daughters. She ran to find
strength in her weakness. She ran to remember
while robins may be common, they are also
extraordinary!
and to forget. She ran to live. Ultrarunning
In the tradition of Wild and H Is for Hawk, an tests the limits of human endurance over
seemingly inhuman distances, and as she
Outside magazine writer tells her story—of
clocked miles across mesas and mountains,
fathers and daughters, grief and renewal,
adventure and obsession, and the power of
Katie learned to tolerate pain and discomfort,
running to change your life. NAMED ONE and face her fears of uncertainty, vulnerability,
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and even death itself. As she ran, she found
unmarried, and on the verge of being thrown
herself peeling back the layers of her
out of her very proper family. She's also
relationship with her father, discovering that nursing a desperate hope that her beloved
much of what she thought she knew about
cousin Rose, who disappeared in Nazihim, and her own past, was wrong. Running occupied France during the war, might still be
Home is a memoir about the stories we tell
alive. So when Charlie's parents banish her to
ourselves to make sense of our world—the
Europe to have her "little problem" taken care
stories that hold us back, and the ones that set of, Charlie breaks free and heads to London,
us free. Mesmerizing, transcendent, and
determined to find out what happened to the
deeply exhilarating, it is a book for anyone
cousin she loves like a sister. 1915. A year into
who has been knocked over by life, or feels the the Great War, Eve Gardiner burns to join the
pull of something bigger and wilder within
fight against the Germans and unexpectedly
themselves. “A beautiful work of searching gets her chance when she's recruited to work
remembrance and searing honesty . . . Katie as a spy. Sent into enemy-occupied France,
Arnold is as gifted on the page as she is on the she's trained by the mesmerizing Lili, the
trail. Running Home will soon join such
"Queen of Spies", who manages a vast network
classics as Born to Run and Ultramarathon
of secret agents right under the enemy's nose.
Man as quintessential reading of the
Thirty years later, haunted by the betrayal that
genre.”—Hampton Sides, author of On
ultimately tore apart the Alice Network, Eve
Desperate Ground and Ghost Soldiers
spends her days drunk and secluded in her
Featuring an exclusive excerpt from Kate
crumbling London house. Until a young
Quinn's next incredible historical novel, THE American barges in uttering a name Eve hasn't
heard in decades, and launches them both on
HUNTRESS NEW YORK TIMES & USA
TODAY BESTSELLER #1 GLOBE AND
a mission to find the truth...no matter where it
MAIL HISTORICAL FICTION
leads. “Both funny and heartbreaking, this
BESTSELLER One of NPR's Best Books of the epic journey of two courageous women is an
Year! One of Bookbub's Biggest Historical
unforgettable tale of little-known wartime
Fiction Books of the Year! Reese Witherspoon glory and sacrifice. Quinn knocks it out of the
Book Club Summer Reading Pick! The Girly park with this spectacular
Book Club Book of the Year! A Summer Book book!”—Stephanie Dray, New York Times
Pick from Good Housekeeping, Parade,
bestselling author of America's First Daughter
Library Journal, Goodreads, Liz and Lisa, and Amy & Roger's Epic Detour
BookBub In an enthralling new historical
Book Thirteen of The Wheel of Time
novel from national bestselling author Kate
Mostly Harmless Econometrics
Quinn, two women—a female spy recruited to The Long Haul: A Trucker's Tales of Life on
the real-life Alice Network in France during the Road
World War I and an unconventional
You're Gonna Die
American socialite searching for her cousin in These Hollow Vows
1947—are brought together in a mesmerizing Katie’s world is shattered by the news that her
story of courage and redemption. 1947. In the headstrong and bohemian younger sister, Mia, has
chaotic aftermath of World War II, American been found dead at the bottom of a cliff in Bali. The
authorities say that Mia jumped—that her death was a
college girl Charlie St. Clair is pregnant,
suicide. Although they’d hardly spoken to each
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other since Mia suddenly left on an around-the-world normal! Madison It’s SUMMER at last -- let the
trip six months earlier, Katie refuses to accept that her good times & pool parties roll! Location: Putnam
sister would have taken her own life. Distraught that Beach. Putnam, CT. Madison My friends are all
they never made peace, Katie leaves her orderly,
together again, and Nate and I are better than ever.
sheltered life in London behind and embarks on a
Finally, everything in my life is working out. :)
journey to find out the truth. With only the entries of Location: Gofer Ice Cream. Putnam, CT Madison
Mia’s travel journal as her guide, Katie retraces the Even though Nate will be leaving for college in the fall.
last few months of her sister’s life, and—page by
Location: New Canaan Drive-In. New Canaan, CT.
page, country by country—begins to uncover the
Madison And there’s a piece of me that’s still
mystery surrounding her death. . . . Weaving together waiting for the other shoe to drop from the prom
the exotic settings and suspenseful twists of Alex
heist. Location: Stubbs Coffee. Putnam, CT. Madison
Garland’s The Beach with a powerful tale of familial But everything is going to be fine! Right? Location: On
love in the spirit of Rosamund Lupton’s Sister,
A Blender Smoothie Shop. Putnam, CT. Madison Oh.
Swimming at Night is a fast-paced, accomplished, and Maybe I should take that back -- Location:
gripping debut novel of secrets, loss, and forgiveness. Undisclosed THIS ACCOUNT HAS BEEN
"Rescued from a murderous life with her mother,
TEMPORARILY DISABLED. Madison MacDonald
Chloe Wilder lives with her grandparents in the
thinks the other shoe just dropped.
cocoon of a quiet, middle-class neighborhood. For
In addition to econometric essentials, this book covers
the first time in her life, things are steady, safe ... and important new extensions as well as how to get
stifling."--Jacket.
standard errors right. The authors explain why fancier
A real life coroner challenged a few thousand internet econometric techniques are typically unnecessary and
strangers to ask her anything. The result is a collection even dangerous.
of morbid and slightly embarrassing questions all
This fabulous social-networking mystery, a sequel to
about The End. Spoiler Alert: You're Gonna Die will TOP 8, is the perfect novel for the Facebook
leave you with a new perspective on life
generation. Madison MacDonald thinks things are
WEATHER ALERT: SEVERE STORMS AHEAD
finally working out! Followers: 300 Status Updates:
Gemma and Hallie's world has come to a screeching mad_mac Nate and I have been together for two
halt. Their parents are engaged, which makes them
months, and it’s wonderful! Life is good! mad_mac
step-sisters. Nothing in the world could possibly be
Well, except for the fact that I still might be failing
worse for Gemma and Hallie--they won't let it
history. mad_mac And I no longer have a BFF.
happen. Even if it means putting their own feud aside mad_mac But aside from those things! mad_mac
to separate their parents. Events quickly escalate as a Okay. So, um, apparently I’ve just been put in
hurricane rips through the Hamptons leaving
charge of the school’s priceless heirloom. mad_mac
everyone (including Gemma's two exes, her current And the assistant headmaster has a vendetta against
crush, best friend, and her nemesis) bottled up in one me.
house. One big, miserable group of exes and enemies Lucy London puts the word genius to shame. Having
together allow secrets to unfold and plans to be
obtained her PhD in microbiology by the age of
plotted. The calm before this storm definitely doesn't twenty, she's amassed a wealth of knowledge, but one
exist. Katie Finn pulls out all the stops for this fastsubject still eludes her—people. The pendulum of
paced, dramatic conclusion in the Broken Hearts and passions experienced by those around her both
Revenge series, Hearts, Fingers, and Other Things to confuses and intrigues her, so when she’s offered a
Cross.
grant to study emotion as a pathogen, she jumps on
Summer State of Mind
the opportunity. When her attempts to come up with
Since You've Been Gone
an actual experiment quickly drop from lackluster to
The Good Lord Bird
nonexistent, she’s given a choice: figure out how to
Rules of Play
conduct a groundbreaking study on passion, or lose
Seen and Not Heard
both the grant and her position at the university. Put
Top 8 Book 3: Unfriended
on leave until she can crack the perfect proposal, she
Madison MacDonald is glad things are back to
finds there’s only one way she can study
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emotions—by experiencing them herself. Enter Jensen find a way--at long last--to master the wolf within him
Walker, Lucy's neighbor and the one person on the or lose himself to it forever. Meanwhile, Matrim
planet she finds strangely and maddeningly appealing. Cauthon prepares for the most difficult challenge of
Jensen's life is the stuff of campus legend, messy,
his life. The creatures beyond the stone gateways--the
emotional, complicated—in short, the perfect starting Aelfinn and the Eelfinn--have confused him, taunted
point for Lucy's study. When her tenaciousness wears him, and left him hanged, his memory stuffed with bits
him down and he consents to help her, sparks fly. To and pieces of other men's lives. He had hoped that his
her surprise, Lucy finds herself battling with her own last confrontation with them would be the end of it,
emotions, as foreign as they are intense. With the
but the Wheel weaves as the Wheel wills. The time is
clock ticking on her deadline, Lucy must decide
coming when he will again have to dance with the
what's more important: analyzing her passions...or
Snakes and the Foxes, playing a game that cannot be
giving in to them?
won. The Tower of Ghenjei awaits, and its secrets will
Fly By Night
reveal the fate of a friend long lost. Dovie'andi se tovya
Broken Hearts, Fences, and Other Things to Mend, sagain. It's time to toss the dice. TV series update:
Chapters 1-5
"Sony will produce along with Red Eagle
Katie, Bar the Door
Entertainment and Radar Pictures. Rafe Judkins is
Towers of Midnight
attached to write and executive produce. Judkins
World Record Mystery
previously worked on shows such as ABC’s
If He Had Been with Me
“Agents of SHIELD,” the Netflix series “Hemlock
In Broken Hearts, Fences and Other Things to Mend Grove,” and the NBC series “Chuck.” Red Eagle
by Katie Finn, Gemma had her summer all planned partners Rick Selvage and Larry Mondragon will
out, but it takes sharp turn when she gets dumped
executive produce along with Radar’s Ted Field and
and finds herself back in the Hamptons after a fiveMike Weber. Darren Lemke will also executive
year absence. Being there puts her at risk of bumping produce, with Jordan’s widow Harriet McDougal
into Hallie, her former best friend (that is, before
serving as consulting producer." —Variety The Wheel
Gemma ruined her life). But people don't hold
of Time New Spring: The Novel #1 The Eye of the
grudges forever. Do they? Gemma intends on making World #2 The Great Hunt #3 The Dragon Reborn #4
amends, but a small case of mistaken identity causes The Shadow Rising #5 The Fires of Heaven #6 Lord of
the people she knew years ago—including Hallie and Chaos #7 A Crown of Swords #8 The Path of Daggers
her dreamy brother Josh—to believe she's someone #9 Winter's Heart #10 Crossroads of Twilight #11
else. As though the summer wasn't complicated
Knife of Dreams By Robert Jordan and Brandon
enough already. Can Gemma keep up the charade?
Sanderson #12 The Gathering Storm #13 Towers of
Or will she be found out by the very people she's been Midnight #14 A Memory of Light By Robert Jordan
hiding from?
Warrior of the Altaii By Robert Jordan and Teresa
The Wheel of Time is a PBS Great American Read Patterson The World of Robert Jordan's The Wheel of
Selection! Now in development for TV! Since its
Time By Robert Jordan, Harriet McDougal, Alan
debut in 1990, The Wheel of Time by Robert
Romanczuk, and Maria Simons The Wheel of Time
Jordan has captivated millions of readers around the Companion By Robert Jordan and Amy Romanczuk
globe with its scope, originality, and compelling
Patterns of the Wheel: Coloring Art Based on Robert
characters. In Towers of Midnight, the Last Battle has Jordan's The Wheel of Time At the Publisher's
started. The seals on the Dark One's prison are
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
crumbling. The Pattern itself is unraveling, and the
Management Software (DRM) applied.
armies of the Shadow have begun to boil out of the
A perfect summertime read for fans of John Green,
Blight. The sun has begun to set upon the Third Age. Stephanie Perkins, and Sarah Dessen: It was Sloane
Perrin Aybara is now hunted by specters from his
who yanked Emily out of her shell and made life 100%
past: Whitecloaks, a slayer of wolves, and the
interesting. But right before what should have been the
responsibilities of leadership. All the while, an unseen most epic summer, Sloane just…disappears. All she
foe is slowly pulling a noose tight around his neck. To leaves behind is a to-do list. On it, thirteen Sloaneprevail, he must seek answers in Tel'aran'rhiod and
inspired tasks that Emily would normally never try.
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But what if they could bring her best friend back?
Curry's year sucks. And it's not getting any better.
Apple picking at night? Okay, easy enough. Dance
Her mother has decided to move, so somehow
until dawn? Sure. Why not? Kiss a stranger? Um...
Amy has to get their car from California to the
Emily now has this unexpected summer, and the help East Coast. There's just one problem: since her
of Frank Porter (totally unexpected), to check things father's death Amy hasn't been able to get behind
off Sloane's list. Who knows what she’ll find? 'Some
the wheel of a car. Enter Roger, the son of a family
books leave a very real mark on you and Since
friend, who turns out to be funny, nice . . . and
You’ve Been Gone is one of those utterly brilliant
books' - The Guardian 'A winning blend of touching unexpectedly cute. But Roger's plans involve a
more "scenic" route than just driving from A to B,
moments, memorable characters and situational
humor takes readers to a surprising revelation at the so suddenly Amy finds herself on the road trip of
a lifetime. And, as she grows closer to Roger, Amy
story’s end.' - Kirkus Reviews 'Morgan Matson is
starts to realise that sometimes you have to get lost
the epitome of YA contemporary.' - Ariel Bissett,
Booktuber and blogger
to find your way home. . . Praise for Amy &
There are great rewards that come along with being a Roger's Epic Detour 'One of the most touching,
foster parent, yet there are also great challenges that
irresistible, and feel-good road trips I've been on
can leave you feeling depleted, alone, and
in a long, long while. Amy & Roger is a book to
discouraged. The many burdens of a foster parent's
love.' Deb Caletti, National Book Award Finalist
day--hurting children, struggling biological parents,
'A near-perfect summer read that should leave
and a broken system--are only compounded by the
readers with a thirst for travel and romance.'
many burdens of a foster parent's heart--confusion,
Publishers Weekly, Starred Review 'This
anxiety, heartache, anger, and fear. With the
compassion and insight of a fellow foster parent, Jamie entertaining and thoughtful summertime road trip
C. Finn helps you see your struggles through the lens serves up slices of America with a big scoop of
of the gospel, bringing biblical truths to bear on your romance on the side.' Kirkus Reviews 'A classic
unique everyday realities. In these short, easy-to-read literary road trip is what Matson delivers in high
chapters, you'll find honest, personal stories and
style…if all road trips were like this, nobody'd
practical lessons that provide encouragement and
ever stay home.' BCCB 'An emotionally
direction from God's Word as you walk the journey rewarding road novel.' School Library Journal
of foster parenting.
Fly By Night is the stunning debut novel from
Flux
Frances Hardinge, author of the Costa Award
Bipolar and Pregnant
winning The Lie Tree. As the realm struggles to
Hallie Hath No Fury . . .

“There’s nothing semi about Finn Murphy’s
trucking tales of The Long Haul.”—Sloane
Crosley, Vanity Fair More than thirty years ago,
Finn Murphy dropped out of college to become a
long-haul trucker. Since then he’s covered
more than a million miles as a mover, packing,
loading, hauling people’s belongings all over
America. In The Long Haul, Murphy recounts
with wit, candor, and charm the America he has
seen change over the decades and the poignant,
funny, and often haunting stories of the people he
encounters on the job.
An ALA Top Ten Best Book for Young Readers,
Shortlisted for the Waterstone's Book Prize and a
Publisher's Weekly "Flying Start" book Amy

maintain an uneasy peace after years of civil war
and tyranny, a twelve-year-old orphan called
Mosca Mye and her loyal companion, a
cantankerous goose, are about to become the
unlikely heroes of a radical revolution. Mosca is
on the run, heading for the city of Mandelion.
There she finds herself living by her wits among
cut-throat highwaymen, spies and smugglers.
With peril at every turn, Mosca uncovers a dark
plot to terrorize the people of Mandelion, and
soon merry mayhem leads to murder . . . Winner
of the Branford Boase award, Fly By Night by
Frances Hardinge has an unforgettable cast of
characters and an inspiring message at its heart –
sometimes the power of words can change the
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world. Fly By Night is followed by its thrilling
sequel, Twilight Robbery. 'Everyone should read
Frances Hardinge. Everyone. Right now' - Patrick
Ness, author of A Monster Calls.
This vivid, emotional memoir describes the
experience of Katie McDowell, a young woman
grappling with a harrowing new diagnosis and a
baby on the way. Over the unpredictable course
of pregnancy, she confronts many important
issues of bipolar disorder, including diagnosis and
treatments, stigma and support, and, ultimately,
how to cultivate self-compassion and confidence
while entering the daunting, beautiful world of
motherhood. Through ups and downs, trials and
triumphs, McDowell takes you on her nine
month journey, bipolar and pregnant. Topics
included: depressions and manic episodes;
anxiety; social stigma; treatments, mediation and
side effects, therapy; role of genes; suicidality;
support groups; substance abuse; mood
monitoring; role of sleep, exercise and diet; and
acceptance.
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